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Introduction
• Non-experts judge explanations that contain 

superfluous neuroscience as higher quality1,2,5 
• One explanation for this seductive allure effect is a 

general preference for reductive explanations2 
• We propose that people may infer from the level of 

granularity that the neuroscience info is informative 

and relevant (or else why include it?)3 
• In related research, people judge explanations that 

include named categories as better because they 

can infer the existence of an underlying cause4

Experiment 1 Experiment 2

Research Questions
1. Does the inclusion of irrelevant neuroscience info 

support additional inferences? 

2. If people infer that the neuroscience is informative, 

do they intentionally rely on it in their judgements?
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References • People inferred that the speaker is more confident 

when their explanations contained neuroscience, 

and they intentionally rely on neuroscience info when 

judging the quality of explanations 
• Judgements of explanation quality depend not only 

on the logical content of explanations, but also on 

the additional inferences they allow people to drawhttps://ucsd.zoom.us/j/5629945629
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• In Exp 1, all explanations were bad and the inclusion 

of neuroscience info was manipulated5 
• In Exp 2, all explanations contained neuroscience 

info and explanation quality was manipulated2

N = 305“How confident do you think 
Person A was in her answers?”

Neuroscience Info Condition

Statistical Info Condition

Control Condition

Compared to control, 
participants judged the speaker 
as more confident both when 
the explanations contained 
neuroscience info and when 
they contained statistical info

Do people fail to ignore the neuroscience info or do 
they intentionally use it to make their judgments?

Good Explanation Condition

N = 216

Endorsed Using Info 
(67% or 145/216)

Endorsed Ignoring Info 
(33% or 71/216)

Gave high ratings to both 
good & bad explanations

Distinguished between 
good & bad explanations
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Do people rely on the presence of neuroscience as a 
cue to infer the speaker’s confidence?

Example Stimuli


